Hello, Prelude Strings, I hope you are all staying healthy and safe. I have some practice tips for the next
week I would like to share with you all. This is so when we return we can pick up where we left off. If
you have any questions you can email me at bamaurer@mpsaz.org. I understand you may not be able to
practice every day so just get as much in as you can, if you miss a day just do what is expecting the next
day and if you want to fit two days in one, then go for it. I will sound out more practice tips for next
week.

Practice tips for 3/18/20-3/24/20

3/18/20 – spend two minutes holding open strings, so 30 seconds on each string – this helps teach your
right arm how to control the bow after a slower speed and to produce a cleaner tone. The spend 10
minutes practicing what scales you know using half notes. After practice daily warm-ups #7,8,9,10.
Practice sinfonia in d m.75-end with coda, focus on rhythm, speed, playing in tune, separating the notes
and keeping your bow at the middle part of the bow.
3/19/20 – Practice slurring the following notes by slurring 2,3, then 4, d-e-f sharp -g (d string), a-b- c
sharp-d (a string), g-a-b-c (g string). Then practice slurring 2,3,4 using these notes g-a-b flat-c (g string),
d-e-f natural-g (d string), a-b-c natural-d (a string). Practice spiccato using any note you want while using
a metronome, set the metronome at 90 and the bow placed at the balance point on the string. Once you
can keep the bow steady and with the metronome bump the metronome up to 100, then 110, then 120.
Practice Allegro Con Brio (Beethoven) m. 102-135 – practice getting a spiccato, off string, place bow at
the balance point. Think light fun, flying, keep the bow close to the string. Work on playing with
metronome at 80, then 90, the 100.
3/20/20 – Practice daily warm-ups #5&6. Practice vibrato exercise, either exercises you know, what we
have discussed in rehearsal or watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoXZfvf5Teg.
Practice Scarborough Fair the whole song, with the metronome set at 88 bpm. Please focus on a steady
tempo, clean half notes, steady bow speed and adding in dynamics. If there are two notes I want you to
practice the top notes and then if you go through it again the bottom notes.

3/21/20 – Practice the following measures in Sinfonia in D – 1-31, use the metronome set it at 80 bpm,
then try it at 90 bpm, then 100 bpm. If 80 is too fast start at 70, only increase speed once you can play it
clean and in tune. Try to add in dynamics and marcato – separated/accented/loud sound, sticky bow
sound. Practice the following measures in Allegro Con Brio m. 60-102, practice with the metronome at
69 remember there are naturals and flats! Once you can play 69 in tune and playing with full smooth
bow speed, make sure the tone is clean and the tempo is steady, don’t apply too much pressure when
playing long sustained notes. Once this is comfortable then bump the metronome up to 79.

3/22/20 – I want you practice doing 20 bow lifts, - first ten at a very slow speed and the second ten at a
fast speed. I want you to focus on the speed and the replacement, set at the frog. Warm-up on Daily
warm-ups #1,2,4, 13. Remember keep your arm and wrist relaxed when playing 16th notes, find the part

of the bow you don’t have to but a lot work into, sixteenths should be relaxed and not big arm
movement. For number 13 the rhythm is 1-2 lift and four and repeat, also reset back at the frog. Practice
through Sinfonia 31-53 – focus on rhythms, bow placement and controlled 16th notes, use a metronome
and do the same tempos as 3/21/20. Practice through Scarborough fair focus on crescendos and
decrescendos. Allegro Con Brio focus on m. 1-26 with a metronome set at 69, focus on bow placement,
clean sound – not a lot of pressure and avoid too bouncy spiccato, remember to hold out those tied
notes for the full beat values.

3/23/20 – Spend ten minutes on practicing your scales using quarter notes separated and slurring two
then three then four 1-2 octaves. Practice using dynamics in your scales, forte, piano, crescendos,
decrescendos. Practice daily warm-up # 18, arco, pizzicato pattern, go very slow, focus on the
transitioning from arco to pizzicato, keep the bow in your hand, rest your hand on the instrument and
extend out the index finger. Practice allegro con brio m. 26-60 – with metronome, focus on playing a
very soft piano, 37-60 focus on spiccato articulation, bow placement is everything, as you know. In
sinfonia practice m. 53-75, much slower tempo so practice with metronome between 60-80 bpm. This is
a soft section, think erie, whisper, wind blowing, mystery sound. Less pressure on the bow, slower bow
speed. If you have a mute please practice with it.

3/24/20 – Record yourself playing through all the three songs, you can use a metronome if you’d like,
either record a video or an audio recording. Then want you to listen and critique yourself, then come up
with 3 things you did well and 2 things you want to improve. Send me the recordings and your critiques
once you are done. Email me at bamaurer@mpsaz.org.

